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I
nnovation is the fuel that drives growth. Any good sales ex-
ecutive can tell you that the quickest path to revenue growth
is through new product innovation rather than fighting for
share in existing markets. Innovation offers immediate dif-

ferentiation and the chance to command a premium price. Yet
the risks of failure are high. Consider this statement from Eric
von Hippel, a professor of the Massachusetts Institute of Technol-
ogy (Harvard Business Review, January 2007): “Recent research
shows that the 70% to 80% of new product development that
fails does so not for lack of advanced technology but because of
a failure to understand users’ needs.”

A new-product launch enjoys many proud parents: the develop-
ment team that followed a rigorous staged development process,
the manufacturing organization that trained Six Sigma black
belts, the marketing team that developed creative promotions
and toured with industry trade shows, the public relations team
that built a compelling publicity campaign, and the sales team
that enthusiastically extolled the product’s virtues to customers.
So why are there high failure rates?

Many companies’ innovation efforts are inwardly focused. The
results are billions of dollars wasted developing offerings that have
little to no appeal to customers. In business-to-business markets
there are three principal reasons for that:

Failure to connect customer needs to value: financial, competi-
tive, and strategic benefits to the customer. PictureTel was an
early innovator in the videoconferencing industry 20 years ago,
developing a breakthrough technology enabling live videocon-
ferences. Its product launch focused on its leading performance
and truly impressive technical capabilities.

Yet after PictureTel’s great investment and product differentia-
tion, the market did not beat a path to its door. The early value
propositions failed to translate the cost of the system into clear
value for customers: revenue benefits of reaching more customers
or cost savings from travel. In 2000, PictureTel lost $100 million;
in 2001, a smaller and more profitable rival purchased it.

Use of product-based value propositions centering on techni-
cal ability over market needs. Iridium was a triumph of rocket
science. In 1987, the wife of a senior Motorola technology leader
fumed because she couldn’t call home from a boat in the Baha-
mas. Eleven years and more than $2 billion later, Motorola had
successfully launched a necklace of 66 satellites linking $3,000
phone sets for $7-a-minute calls. However, cell phone custom-
ers wanted increasingly small units, not 1-pound “shoe phones,”
and the market for people who needed a dedicated satellite sys-
tem for $7 a minute was tiny. In 2000, the network was sold for
around $25 million—about a penny on the dollar for Motorola’s
investment.

Overemphasis on the role of pricing in driving customer adop-
tion. Petrocosm launched as an oil industry transaction platform
with a $100 million investment from Chevron and top leadership
from the oil equipment industry. It offered a cheap source of high-
technology drilling equipment. But in an industry requiring bil-
lion-dollar offshore platforms poised over explosive hydrocarbon
reservoirs, replacing the trust and experience that trained sales
and service representatives offer with a low-cost transaction failed
to gain a customer base. The customer base didn’t want cheap; it
wanted cost-effective. Petrocosm faded away.

The good news is that the pricing process is straightforward and
will improve the returns on investment in innovations. Most suc-
cessful innovators follow a few simple rules:

• Define the financial benefits that customers receive from adopt-
ing the new solution.

• Align price levels with financial and psychological drivers of
customer value.

• Align pricing strategy with the specific nature of the innova-
tion and the product category life cycle status.

• Create outstanding launch programs—taking the emphasis
off price by mitigating perceived risks for customers.

Rocket Plan
The majority of new-product launches fail. However, it is seldom the technol-
ogy itself that’s to blame. A rigorous pricing approach can improve customer 
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Companies that adhere to those principles en-
joy significant benefits over their competitors,
including (1) a more effective screening pro-
cess that enables them to focus resources only
on those innovations that provide significant
value to the customer, (2) compelling launch
programs that communicate the business
value of innovations, and (3) a coherent pric-
ing strategy that prevents panic discounting
to drive sales. Taken together, those benefits
translate to greater success rates for new of-
ferings and better pricing for those that make
it to market.

Paradox
In B-to-B markets, technological possibil-
ity often drives innovation, not defined cus-
tomer needs. Living on the uncertain edge of
technology, it should be less risky to focus on
what’s possible rather than invest money in
less-certain research based on customer wish
lists—trusting in Moore’s Law rather than
Murphy’s Law. (Moore’s Law is the obser-
vation that the number of transistors on an
integrated circuit for minimum component
cost doubles every 24 months, described by
Intel cofounder Gordon Moore. Murphy’s
Law states that anything that can go wrong,
will.) But the results show the drawbacks of a
technology-driven approach.

Often, market research is focused on projec-
tions of market size and growth based on cus-
tomer intent-to-purchase studies. Although
this information can be important, it over-
looks the most fundamental issue of whether
an innovation will be successful: Is there a
compelling business reason for customers to
go through the upheaval of changing how
they do things—to get the potential benefits
of adopting your innovation? In short, what
value does the customer expect to get, and how
does value compare with the costs of switch-
ing? That question sets a much higher standard
for research. To address it, companies need to
focus on the six areas in Figure 1.

Great innovators use the answers to those ques-
tions to draw a map of where innovation will
have the greatest impact—at both the market
and individual customer level. Not until they understand (1) the
customer value their innovations create, (2) the barriers, and (3)

enablers of adoption do they finalize specifications. These same
insights are used to define high-impact value propositions and
to establish pricing models and price levels.

Define customer objectives • How do customers make money?
• How do they plan to grow?
• How do they differentiate their

offerings?
• What are their greatest challenges?

Define current solution • Which business processes support
critical customer objectives?

• What is the current work flow?
• Who are the process owners and

what are their priorities?

Define problem solved • How does our innovation improve
performance against key customer
objectives and performance of 
critical business processes?

• What is the impact of solving the
problem defined? Is it significant
enough to go forward?

Define financial impact • How does our innovation affect
revenues and costs relative to 
current solutions?

Define barriers to adoption • What and whom in the customer
buying group would our innovation
affect?

• What are the switching costs?
• Is our innovation compatible with

customer processes and support-
ing technology?

• What is the organizational or 
political impact of our innovation?

Define likely adopters • Who will benefit most from a
change to our solution?

• Who has the power to push 
for the change?
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Defining barriers to adoption and identifying likely adopters are
critical. Companies commonly misread how their innovations
change the buying center dynamics. Existing customer contacts
might not be the right targets for an innovation when relation-
ships with new decision makers and influencers need to be cul-
tivated. Companies often call on the same old contacts and fail
to anticipate that those contacts will not have the power to drive
change and/or are very much invested in the status quo. When
that happens, they find that those relationships actually impede
their ability to sell innovations to their current customers.

The smartest road to profitable returns on innovations starts with
an understanding of the customer; technology comes second.

Translating the results of customer value research into effective
pricing for innovations requires answering some challenging ques-
tions about value to the customer. Importantly, it is not neces-
sary to exhaustively answer these questions at the start of your
customer research and innovation development processes.

In fact, one defining characteristic of many leading innovators
is that they are comfortable with a certain amount of ambiguity
to start. The key is that they continue to (1) ask hard questions
about customers and value and (2) refine their views on offering
specifications, value positioning, and pricing. They do it early
and they do it often.

A leading manufacturer of dental equipment
(disguised), which has built its business by en-
tering new markets with innovative offerings,
does exactly this. Figure 2 shows a summary
of its process.

It is tempting to look at the timeline and
say “Our product life cycles are too short for
this to be practical.” But the fact is that all
windows of innovative advantage are short-
ening. For all companies, it is critical to do
value homework and get launch pricing right.
Although your business might require far
more compressed timelines, the process of
establishing and refining your view of value
to the customer is the foundational element
for successful introduction, pricing, and po-
sitioning of innovations.

When the manufacturer was able to employ
new technologies, to replace reusable dental
instruments with disposable ones, it knew it
had a potentially valuable innovation to bring
to market. Through direct customer inter-
views and operational studies, it determined
that such a device would improve procedure-
room utilization by reducing cleanup time.
The device also provided a market opportu-
nity for oral surgeons seeking to differentiate
themselves by advertising that they use the
safest and most advanced equipment.

Using this information to establish a range
for pricing is a three-step process: Determine
the total costs to the customer of his current
solution options, define the financial benefits
that your innovation delivers over and above
current alternatives, and identify the switch-
ing costs for customers who want to move to
your solution.

In the case of our dental equipment manu-
facturer, that meant determining the fol-
lowing:

• the cost per procedure of current solu-

Baseline analysis Refine value Complete launch
analysis strategy

• Customer problem
defined

• Target specifications

• Competitive 
solutions analyzed

• Customer revenue
and productivity
improvement
targets defined

• Preliminary estimates
of market uptake

• Statistical analysis of
financial impact date

• Product functionality
testing conducted

• First generation sales
tool created

• Initial sales team
training

• Specifications 
updated

• Product specifica-
tions finalized

• Pricing finalized

• Launch plan finalized

> 24 months 18-12 months < 12 months

Additional
revenues = $325

Reduced cost 
due to time 

savings = $325

Current solution:
$180 per 
procedure

Training and 
disposal costs =

$325

Value advantage
$500 per 
procedure
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tions—by amortizing the total lifetime costs of current and re-
usable equipment over the number of procedures performed

• the cost savings due to greater procedure-room utilization

• the increases in revenues from patients brought in through
oral surgeons advertising use of the new equipment

• switching costs (in this instance, disposal and training
costs)

Its findings are summarized in Figure 3, on the previous page.

The results of customer value research yield a band of customer
value and establish upper and lower boundaries for price range.
Using that information about financial value, the manufacturer
was then able to set an initial price that captured a fair share of
the value created for customers. To do that, it first defined its value
advantage over existing solutions: in this case, $500 per proce-
dure. Next, it added the cost of the current solution to define the
maximum range of price options available: $180-$680 (the $180
cost of the current solution plus the $500 value advantage).

To narrow down the range, the manufacturer analyzed the psy-yy
chological elements of value from the customer’s perspective. That
included negative perceptions (e.g., risk from adopting the new
technology, concerns about moving from the comfortable old so-
lution to something new) and psychological benefits (e.g., pride
in being on the cutting edge). Finally, the manufacturer needed
to set a price that offered some incentive to purchase. At the end
of the process, it decided on $400 per instrument. Although that
was at the lower end of the possible range, it ensured a significant
profit and gave customers a reasonable incentive to switch.

How do companies best select the right price within the range
of customer value? Let’s turn to that by looking more closely at
pricing strategy.

To really refine the pricing decision, evaluate price ranges against
a defined pricing strategy for your innovation. This is an iterative
process of checking (1) pricing strategy against market research
data and (2) possible price points against your pricing strategy.
The best way to get your arms around the pricing strategy ele-
ment is to think about the following two variables.

What is the nature of the innovation? 
Is it a minor improvement, such as an interim software update?
Is it a major one, such as the introduction of flat-panel TV sets?
Or is it disruptive, such as the current move to solid-state flash
memory for applications previously covered by high-speed disk
drives?

Understanding the nature of the innovation defines the degrees
of freedom that the innovator has in selecting a pricing strategy.
Minor innovations (e.g., line extensions) are often necessary, but
they do little to create advantage over the competition. As such,
they provide little to increase pricing power. Innovations that are
recognized as major breakthroughs present much greater flexibil-
ity in choosing a pricing strategy. This is because companies can
keep prices high to skim value until the market develops—and

then bring prices down to drive growth.

With disruptive innovations, the decision is a bit trickier. In the
groundbreaking article “Disruptive Technologies: Catching the
Wave” (Harvard Business Review, January 2005), Clayton M.
Christensen points out that such innovations fall into one of
two categories.

Some, such as flash memory, offer significant performance advan-
tages for niche markets (e.g., aerospace applications) but are too
expensive for mainstream applications (e.g., laptop computers).
The best approach for these products is to go upmarket and use a
skim pricing strategy—until costs and complementary technolo-
gies make it possible to enter mainstream markets.

Alternately, some offer inferior performance on many key attri-
butes but offer clear benefits in one or two areas for some cus-
tomers. That was the case with 3.5-inch disk drives when they

were introduced. In that instance, the best approach is to go
down-market and use a penetration pricing strategy with prices
set below established alternatives.

is the product category?
This element is critical but often overlooked. Failure to consider
the life cycle dimension can result in disastrous financial con-
sequences. That happened with flat-panel TVs. Early entrants
initially played the game well. Prices for the early sets were high,
reflecting both costs and the value that enthusiasts placed on
them. As process technologies improved, prices dropped precipi-
tously and customer adoption took off.

Unfortunately, as the market started to show signs of maturity,
most manufacturers were slow to take their feet off the pricing
gas. The result has been terrible margin pressures due to low
prices and overcapacity—at exactly the time that consumers are
becoming sophisticated enough to value and actively seek out
differentiation.

Taken together, those two variables point to default pricing
strategies for each combination type and stage of the product
category life cycle.

Understanding the nature of the 
innovation defines the degrees of 
freedom that the innovator has in 
selecting a pricing strategy. Minor 
innovations (e.g., line extensions) 
are often necessary, but they do 
little to create advantage over the 
competition.
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Driving Customer Adoption
In addition to doing their homework on value to frame initial
prices as fair and reasonable, great marketers take the focus off
price by targeting the right customers, working to mitigate the
risks of adopting a new technology, and making it easy for cus-
tomers to see the value for themselves (as Figure 4 shows).

When rolling out a true innovation, marketers are often focused
on identifying and converting early adopters. Those customers
are desirable because they become references for later adopters.
The motivations for early adopters run the gamut from (1) ex-
ploiting the latest technologies to get ahead of the competition
to (2) desiring to satisfy the emotional need to be on the cutting
edge. Regardless of the specific motivation, early adopters are tra-
ditionally less price-sensitive. However, they are still concerned
about the potential challenges in adopting an innovation; even
the most motivated aren’t completely careless about how much
risk they will take on. And if the price is too high for an unknown
product and its unproven benefits, then the product might never
get off the ground.

To address those concerns, marketers should build their launch-
es on what does drive adoption of new technologies. And they
should use that knowledge to support sales. Key drivers of cus-
tomer adoption include the following:

• compelling advantages over existing technology

• the ability to observe and measure the impact of those advan-
tages

• the complexity of the new solution

• compatibility with existing processes and technologies

• the ability to try out an innovation before making a full com-
mitment

Note that price is not on the list. What the list represents is cus-
tomer desire to mitigate the risks inherent in adopting an inno-
vative new technology. Too often, companies fail to take into
account these drivers of adoption when launching an innovative

new offering. Instead, the ap-
proach is: “Our specifications
are set. Our product is so innova-
tive that it’s hard to prove value
or understand risk until we get
it into customers’ hands. Once
they have it, they’ll see the ge-
nius of what we have created.”

Consider how Azul Systems ad-
dressed adoption drivers in the
launch of an entirely new server
for handling Java applications.
In addition to being a new play-
er in the business, Azul’s prod-
uct did not replace any existing
customer equipment— further
squeezing already tight informa-
tion technology budgets. Yet it

enjoyed a successful launch. Here’s how:

• an economic advantage program: “A free, private consulting
engagement helps customers quantify the financial gains their
organization will realize through a computer pool deploy-
ment.” (See www.azulsystems.com for more information.)

• integration of its technology that required changing only one
line of code

• a relationship with IBM to provide global support, services,
and spare parts to address customer concerns about ongoing
support and maintenance

• documented adherence to widely accepted industry standards
for interfacing with existing platforms

• a no-cost 45-day evaluation program for qualified accounts

Successful introduction of new products is challenging, but some
simple things can be done to greatly improve your chances. More
than anything, companies need to understand what ease of adop-
tion will mean to their customers.

An alternative method of enlightening customers is often absurdly
low introductory price deals. That compounds the perception of
risk by leading customers to think: “If this technology is so good,
then why do they seem so desperate for customers?” Price deal-
ing to get those early “reference accounts” can also dramatically
affect future revenues. Once low prices are out on the street, it is
very difficult to raise them.

Pricing for Success
Price strategy can be the lever that maximizes return on the risky
investment or the velvet rope that bars customers from your ser-
vice. Get it right and your company enjoys a commanding market
position, increased profits, and well-earned confidence across the
team. Get it wrong and your company limits both sales and prof-
itability and suffers from a weakened market position, financial
performance, and team capabilities.

Lessons from successful new-product launches demonstrate an
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effective process for innovation price strategy.

First, implement a customer-value measurement process as
rigorous as the technology development process. Answers to
the questions posed in Figure 1’s six customer value areas will
enable the company to (1) offer a quantified value message as
compelling as the technology and (2) estimate a price range
corresponding to customer value. Without a solid understand-
ing of quantified customer value, the launch process is unnec-
essarily risky.

Second, within that range of customer value, set prices based on
the interaction of the innovation’s nature (minor, major, or disrup-
tive) and the stage of product life cycle (introduction, maturity,
growth, or decline). This simple matrix allows companies to plot

a price point that maximizes both adoption and profitability.

The rules laid out here offer a guideline of where to set a price for
a product or service innovation. That process can help compa-
nies overcome the long odds of new-product success— and fuel
growth in both revenues and profitability.
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